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Leather Corded Fusion Ties (LCFT) reveals the foundation knowledge and techniques you need to

create high-end leather corded jewelry. Detailed step-by-step instructions for 15 elegant and stylish

bracelets, necklaces and pendants are featured, coupled with additional insights showing how to

expand those pieces into more (over 25 designs in all). LCFT demystifies leather corded jewelry like

no other book before!Â Learn how to work with and use jewelry crafting equipment and

materials.Â Learn how to make leather corded fusion ties incorporating eye-catching beads,

exquisite knots, elegant braids and stylish sinnets.Â Learn how to apply the principles of fusion

knotting so you can design and create leather corded jewelry of your own.
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I have seen many of JD's videos and I expected this book to be very good. I wasn't disappointed. In

fact I was more impressed than I thought I would be. The knots are shown in very clear step by step

photos. There are also tips that show how special techniques are used.There were two things I had

hoped to see, first an explanation of how to measure the strands that make up a braid. I struggle

with knowing what it will take to get a certain length of a braid. For example, in other books I have

seen a list of materials needed to make a specific sized item. Second although JD does explain

tools that are handy I hoped he would have included a list of suppliers.Perhaps the second edition

will include these updates. That would make this as close to perfect as it could be.



Got to wait a bit longer for the delivery since I live in Italy but it's finally here!The book itself is

wonderful and well printed, pictures are very clear and artistic and J.D., with his majestic and patient

work was once again able to bring clear instructions and priceless inspirations as he did countless

times on his videos and books.Full details on length, thickness and type of beads used, together

with simple but exhaustive text will guide you through the creation of true pieces of art.Love this

book.

Another great instructional book from JD.I gave it to my wife (who has no real interest in crafting)

with some cord and she easily made a couple of necklaces.It just needed to be bigger... :)I can't

wait for volume 2

Another great book by J.D. Lenzen on corded knot work! I have two other books, by J.D. also

equally as good. Great tutorials, easy to follow and learn from. Recommend for anyone with an

interest in knot work.

I love these books I have the entire collection of J. D.'s paracord books. Except the non English.

Although I kinda wish he would come out with a DVD or something with a collection of his videos.

JD does it again! His writing and photographs are a model of clarity and this latest book of his forms

a very significant addition to his previous publications. Buy yours now!

Very good but if you already have some of the other titles that JD has written you will know some of

the ties in this book.

Love this book! The most vivid of all JD's books. Must buy for any knot enthusiast!
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